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Mangelsen – Images of Nature Galleries exclusively
represents the work of legendary nature and wildlife
photographer Thomas D. Mangelsen who has traveled
throughout the natural world for over 40 years
observing and photographing the Earth’s last great
wild places. Thomas D. Mangelsen’s extraordinary
fine art photography echoes with a resounding call to
conservation and the preservation of our natural world.
Mangelsen’s award winning limited edition photography
is available through the Mangelsen – Images of Nature
Galleries or online at www.mangelsen.com.

“

MY USERS LOVE THE FACT THAT
OUR REMOTE APPLICATIONS RUN
JUST LIKE REGULAR APPLICATIONS
INSTALLED ON THEIR LOCAL
MACHINE. SWITCHING BETWEEN
REMOTEAPPS AND LOCALLY
INSTALLED APPLICATIONS WAS
SEAMLESS FOR THEM.

“

–Jason Schernikau
Director of Strategic Technology,
Thomas D. Mangelsen, Inc

PROBLEM
Thomas D. Mangelsen was faced with an aging Citrix environment serving as the lifeline for his galleries across the U.S.
This client needed a reliable, cost-effective solution to ensure maximum uptime and ease of use for his end users.

SOLUTION
Bizco eliminates all the factors that can bring a company down, such as inefficient networks, ill-equipped and
broken technology, poor internal communication, and inadequate conference room and display solutions.
Bizco Technologies proposed a move to Microsoft’s Remote Desktop Services to avoid costly Citrix renewals and
to bring stability, usability and increased application speed to Thomas D. Mangelsen Inc. Remote Apps were
used instead of full RDS sessions for a seamless transition between remote and local apps for end users.

RESULT
Bizco seamlessly migrated the galleries of Thomas D. Mangelsen Inc. away from their Citrix environment to
Remote Desktop Services. After seeing the ease of deployment and use, TDMI has continued to look for more
creative ways to put the technology to use. “Converting to RDS was extremely easy. We felt that RDS was more
manageable yet removed an entire layer of administration that we didn’t need.” -Jason Schernikau
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